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ABSTRACT
A theoretical approach of ordered emergency tasks generation is proposed for dealing with a specific emergency event rapidly, exactly and effectively. According to the general principles of an emergency plan developed to response to an emergency management, a workflow model is employed to complete the formal modeling of concrete emergency plan firstly. Then the HTN planning system SHOP2 is introduced, the transformation method of domain knowledge from emergency domain to SHOP2 domain is studied. At last, the general procedure to solve the emergency decision problems and to generate executive emergency tasks is set up drawing support from SHOP2 planning system, which will combine the principles (or knowledge) of emergency plan and the real emergency situations.
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1. Introduction
Most emergency plan could predefine its launch condition and action principles, also provide important information about the emergency organization structures, the available resources and disposal process, even more, contain some domain knowledge or experiences for the special emergency response so as to give a general guidance to the response actions. But few of them could give out the detailed concrete action schemes which include the accurate tasks to be acted for real operations because of the uncertain situation when emergency event occurred. So, to generate the special tasks supported by computer systems according to the principles provided by emergency plan and the real situations of the emergency environment is the key process to deal with the emergency events in an unhurried manner under the direction of emergency plan [1]. One scientific and rational way to shape emergency disposal scheme is generated via which we have developed beforehand.

We found that the way of contingency task generation based on emergency plan is similar to one method called planning with templates [2]. Template refers to the standard operation steps to solve some typical problems. Emergency plan is just a template of dealing with emergencies. To realize the dynamic programming and generation of emergency disposal scheme based on emergency plan is the thing we need to do. Currently, in dynamic task planning area, more commonly used method is based on the HTN (Hierarchical Task Network) planning technology, and many research efforts have been done on such method. US naval laboratory developed HICAP [3] (A planning editor based on hierarchical interactive case planning structure). Its core is to use SHOP (Simple Hierarchical Ordered Planner), a kind of planner based on HTN planning technology, to program and generate emergency evacuation plan. Biundo (2001) [4] combined planning method based on state space planning method with HTN planning, proposed a kind of hybrid task planning method, which solved out the field modeling difficulties and search space explosion problem. It also has been applied in flood emergency management. Dana Nau (2005) [5] decomposed task using Hierarchical Task Network (HTN), and applied standard operating procedure of specific problem domain in planner.

This paper adopts the concept of combining logic programming with planning process firstly, and then discusses a theoretical method which employs the HTN planning system especially the SHOP2 into emergency decision-making process to help achieving the dynamic generation of emergency task based on emergency plan template.

2. Formal Modeling of Emergency Plan and HTN Planning Technology
2.1. Formal Modeling of Emergency Plan
The formal modeling of emergency plan means abstract out the emergency business process from real-world, then using a formalized way to describe those unstruc-
tured or semi-structured text in emergency plan to achieve the standardization management of contingency plan text, and to support emergency decision-making process based on emergency plan [6-8]. With respect to the application condition of HTN planning system, which should have an initial task net, this paper select a formal modeling method based on workflow to achieve formalization description of emergency plan.

Workflow decomposes work into well-defined tasks or role, and then performs these tasks according to certain rules and process. As we mentioned before, severing as emergency decision-making template, emergency plan is composed of a series of emergency plan clips. The emergency response tasks can be generated under guidance of preplan in certain emergency situation via HTN planning system. A particularly effective way is to formalize the emergency tasks and their correlations to a workflow model. That is to say the emergency plan template we built is going to be composed of two parts which is tasks and logic relations between them. The Petri-Net method, a tool to build workflow, could be used to model the emergency tasks described by the emergency plan clips and the condition that determine the carry out order of task normatively. And the emergency domain knowledge could be described visualized and efficient in a formal way.

An emergency task completed directly by single emergency entity is called as the Primitive Task. A process consisting of only primitive tasks is defined as simple task process. A task that cannot be accomplished directly is called as Complex Task. Being equal to primitive task process, the process constituted by a set of complex tasks is defined as complex task process. Also, the emergency plan template is composed of two types of templates—simple process template and complex process template.

According to the concept explanation of workflow by Wil Van Der [9], a complex task process built by workflow model based on Petri-Net is composed of tasks and routing structure among tasks, so the emergency task and routing structure are the two basic elements of emergency plan template based on workflow. Specific to expression of workflow based on Petri-Net, the complex task process can be divides into four types: Sequence Control Structure, Parallel Control Structure, Choice Control Structure and Repeat Control Structure (Figures 1-4 show). When a workflow model only contains a single routing structure, it is called as a basic workflow model. If a workflow model only contains sequence structure, it is called sequence structure workflow model.

### 2.2. HTN Planning Technology

HTN (Hierarchical Task Network) [10] planning system is a common and effective method in the intelligent planning field. The main idea of the intelligent planning is to understand and analyze the surrounding environment, to implement reasoning on actions which have several options for selection and on limited resources provided according the goal of user, and eventually work out a plan which can make the goal.

The basic concepts of HTN planning are “task” and “method”. One task can be an activity, and a “method” describes a kind of implementation way to complete one task. In HTN planning process, there are two kinds of task: primitive task and non-primitive task. Primitive task can be performed directly when its precondition is met. Non-primitive task or complex task cannot be performed directly and can be discomposed as a set of related sub-tasks.

An HTN planning problem can be expressed as P = (d, I, Op, Me). In it, “d” means initial task-nets, that is a group of mission and its constraints needed to be made a plan; “I” describes for initial state; “Op” means available operating set; “Me” indicates usable method set. Each method (Me) describes how to decompose a complex task into subtask, and each operator (Op) describes
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how to realize a primitive task. HTN planning is to employ method to decompose complex task into subtask, and this process will continue till all the subtasks are primitive task. HTN methods generally describe the “standard operating procedures” that one would normally use to perform tasks in some domain.

SHOP2 planning domain description consists of a series of operator, method and axiom. Planning forward from the initial state, decomposing the given tasks, and ordering in accordance with the same executive order of tasks, SHOP2 can get the planning result [11]. By performing these tasks in this order, SHOP2 can know the current state of each step in the planning process, which can eliminate uncertainty and reduce reasoning complexity. By this way, those actual expressions in the world will be added to the planning system more easily, which also could have the ability of external program calls. In order to complete planning process in a given planning domain, the planning domain knowledge must be given. The SHOP2 knowledge base comprises operations and methods, and be composed of non-action facts and axiom. The operation describes how to complete a primitive task, while the method explains how a particular complex task being decomposed into a series of semi-ordered subtask.

The following elements show the characteristics of SHOP2 planning system.

1) Task. A task represents an activity to perform. Syntactically, a task consists of a task symbol followed by a list of arguments. A task may be either primitive or compound. A primitive task is one that is supposed to be accomplished by a planning operator: The task symbol is the name of the planning operator to use, and the task’s arguments are the parameters for the operator. A compound task is one that needs to be decomposed into smaller tasks using a method; any method whose head unifies with the task symbol and its arguments may potentially be applicable for decomposing the task.

2) Operators. Each operator indicates how a primitive task can be performed.

Each operator “O” has a head head (o) consisting of the operator’s name and a list of parameters, a precondition expression pre (o) indicating what should be true in the current state in order for the operator to be applicable, and a delete list del (o) and add list add (o) giving the operator’s negative and positive effects. An OPERATOR “O” may have the form: (h (o) Pre Del Add).
3) METHODS. Each method indicates how to decompose a compound task into a partially ordered set of subtasks, each of which can be compound or primitive. The simplest version of a method has three parts: The task for which the method is to be used, the precondition that the current state must satisfy in order for the method to be applicable and the subtasks that need to be accomplished in order to accomplish that task. More generally, a method "m" may have the form: (head(m)) Pre1 T1 Pre2 T2...

Where, head(m) is a task called the head of m, each Pre is a precondition expression and each ti is a partially ordered set of subtasks. The meaning of this is analogous to "if-then-else". It tells that if Pre is satisfied then ti should be used, otherwise if Pre is satisfied then t2 should be used, and so forth. For keeping the description simple, the paper assume that there is only one precondition expression pre(m) and one set of subtasks sub(m).

4) AXIOMS. The precondition of each method or operator may include conjunctions, disjunctions, negations, universal and existential quantifiers, implications, numerical computations, and external function calls. Furthermore, axioms can be used to infer preconditions that are not explicitly asserted in the current state. For example, (head tail) says if head is true than tail is true. The tail of the clause may contain anything that may appear in the precondition of an operator or method.

The emergency task generation dynamic planning problem is ultimately going to be mapped to an SHOP2 planning problem. The SHOP2 planning problem is expressed as a triad (s, T, D), among which "s" indicates initial condition, "T" indicates a set of task, and "D" is the description of SHOP2 domain knowledge. Enter the triad as input into SHOP2 planning system, after automatic planning process, SHOP2 would return a set P = (p1, p2, ..., pn). The "P" returned by SHOP2 means an ordered emergency task sequences which are generated based on the emergency plan under a certain emergency circumstance. Moreover, we want to emphasize that the set P is a collection of primitive task pi, which means pi can be performed directly according the description of operators. Thus when all the primitive tasks pi in P are performed under the given order, the emergency response work can be done.

3. Planning and Generation of Emergency Response Task

3.1. Conversion of Domain Knowledge

In order to achieve the planning generation of emergency task based on emergency plan which modeled on workflow through HTN planning technology. To convert the domain knowledge of emergency plan expressed in a workflow form to planning domain knowledge of the SHOP2 planning system [11] is a key problem to solve.

As mentioned in an earlier paragraph, the task processes which are based on emergency plan template can be divided into two kinds: The simple task process (SP) and the complex task process (CP). The CP can be further divided into four types based on routing structure of the workflow model [12]. So the conversion algorithm and an overall conversion program based on different structure are given as follow:

3.1.1. Conversion of Simple Task Process Template

Translate-Simple-process (S)

Input: simple task process S
Output: operator O
Procedure:
1) take the name of S and parameter set V as the operator's name and parameter set;
2) take the precondition prec of S as the precondition prec of operator;
3) take the negative literal in effects of S as Delete Col Delete of operator;
4) take the positive literal in effects of S as Add Col Add of operator;
Return: O = (:operator (name P) prec Delete Add)

3.1.2. Conversion of Complex Task Process Template

3.1.2.1. Translate-Sequence-process (S, SC)

Input: complex task process C, Sequence Control Structure SC
Output: method M
Procedure:
1) take the name of C and parameter set V as the name and parameter set of the complex task waiting to be decomposed;
2) take the precondition prec of C as the decompose condition of method;
3) take the tasks in SC as subtasks of C, then perform them in order;
Return: M = (: method (name P) Prec (t1 t2))

3.1.2.2. Translate-Parallel-process (C, PC)
Input: complex task process C, Parallel Control Structure PC
Output: method M
Procedure:
1) take the name of C and parameter set v" as the name and parameter set of the complex task waiting to be decomposed;
2) take the tasks in PC as subtasks of C, then perform them in random order;
Return: M = (: method (name P) prec (: unordered t1 t2))

3.1.2.3. Translate-Choice-process (C, CC)
Input: complex task process C, Choice Control Structure
Overall Conversion Program

Translate-process-Model (K)

Input: a set of \( K \), \( K \) means the simple task process template or the complex one of emergency plan.

Output: SHOP2 domain description \( D \)

Procedure:
1. \( D = \emptyset \)
2. If \( K \) is simple task process template, then
   1) Perform \( 0 = \text{Translate-Simple-process} (K) \);
   2) Add operator model \( \theta \) to domain knowledge model \( D \) of SHOP2;
3. If \( K \) is complex task process template, then
   1) Convert emergency plan template \( K \) to basic workflow model set \( Q_s = \{ Q_1, \ldots, Q_n \} \), \( Q_i \) is basic workflow model that describes the complex task process \( C_i \);
   2) For arbitrary \( Q_i \in Q_s \), perform the following steps:
      a) If \( Q_i \) is Sequence Control Structure then Perform \( M = \text{Translate-Sequence-process} (C_i, Q_i) \);
      b) If \( Q_i \) is Parallel Control Structure then Perform \( M = \text{Translate-Parallel-process} (C_i, Q_i) \);
      c) If \( Q_i \) is Choice Control Structure then Perform \( M = \text{Translate-Choice-process} (C_i, Q_i) \);
      d) If \( Q_i \) is Repeat Control Structure then Perform \( M = \text{Translate-Repeat-process} (C_i, Q_i) \);
   3) Add \( M \) to \( D \);
4. Return \( D \).

3.2. Generation of Emergency Response Task

After finishing the description to planning problem, identifying the initial state of planning problem and accomplishing the conversion of domain knowledge, emergency response task can be planning generated by the SHOP2 planning system. A simplified version of the SHOP2 planning procedure is below.

Procedure SHOP2 (s,T,D)

\[ P = \text{the empty plan} \]
\[ T_0 \leftarrow \{ t \in T : \text{no other task in } T \text{ is constrained to precede } t \} \]
loop
   if \( T = \emptyset \) then return \( P \)
   nondeterministically choose a \( (a, \theta) \in A \)
   modify \( S \) by deleting del(a) and adding add(a)
   append \( a \) to \( P \)
   modify \( T \) by removing \( t \) and applying \( \theta \)
   \( T_0 \leftarrow \{ t \in T : \text{no task in } T \text{ is constrained to precede } t \} \)
   else
      \( M \leftarrow \{ (m, \theta) : m \text{ is an instance of a method in } D, \theta \text{ unifies } \{ \text{head}(a), t \} \} \), \( \text{Pre}(m) \) is true in \( s \), and \( m \) and \( \theta \) are as general as possible
      if \( M = \emptyset \) then return \( P \)
      nondeterministically choose a \( (m, \theta) \in M \)
      modify \( T \) by removing \( t \) and adding sub \( (m) \), constraining each task in sub \( (m) \) to precede the tasks that \( t \) preceded, and applying \( \theta \)
      if sub \( (m) = \emptyset \) then
         \( T_0 \leftarrow \{ t \in \text{sub} (m) : \text{no task in } T \text{ is constrained to precede } t \} \)
      else \( T_0 \leftarrow \{ t \in T : \text{no task in } T \text{ is constrained to precede } t \} \)
   end
   repeat
end

When the planning procedure run to the end, SHOP2 returns a set \( P \) consist of a collection of \( p_i \) which possess a certain logic order. The \( p_i \) refers to the single emergency task that need to be done under certain emergency circumstance, while \( P \) is a task set that comprise all the primitive emergency task \( p_i \), which is also called an emergency disposal scheme.

4. Applying Case

4.1. Formal Description of Emergency Plan

Emergency plans are usually text description of a series of emergency planning fragments which are composed of the elements and their logical relationships of the emergency destinations and emergency procedures. Accord-
ing to the requirements of the generation of emergent task, the task template need to be build by abstracting the element and its logical relations into a model for emergency tasks.

A flood levee risk disposal plan introduced by reference [13], the 10 emergency executive tasks can be abstracted out:

- Task 1. Transport anti-flood stone to collapsing location;
- Task 2. Throw stone to control the situations of flood;
- Task 3. Transport stones to break mouth locations;
- Task 4. Transport prefabricated wire cage to break mouth;
- Task 5. Fill stone into wire cage and binding;
- Task 6. Throw the banded stone cage to break mouth;
- Task 7. Transport sandbags to dike danger locations;
- Task 8. Building the second sandbags dike;
- Task 9. Transported excavator to danger locations;

Integrating three kinds of sudden emergency situations described by the emergency plan of disposal of regional flood disaster risks, an emergency plan template based on Petri-Net workflow modeling could be got as shown in the Figure 5.

4.2. Task Planning Scheme Based on SHOP2

In accordance with the basic workflow model transformation algorithm and overall conversion program of plan domain knowledge, we convert the knowledge described by template into the programming knowledge of SHOP2, and respectively perform the converting program. The corresponding solution can be generated as shown in Figure 6.

5. Conclusions

In order to allow emergency plan to achieving its maximum impact of guiding role, this paper presents a theoretical method of emergency response task generation, which is based on formal modeling of emergency plan.

![Figure 5. The emergency plan template of regional flood disaster risks disposal.](image)

![Figure 6. The task planning scheme based on SHOP2.](image)
In the beginning, the emergency plan described in text is formal modeled as an emergency template based on workflow model using the Petri-Net technology, by which we could complete the description of emergency domain knowledge. After that, the domain knowledge of emergency plan template should be converted to the domain knowledge of SHOP2 planning system. In the end, under certain emergency circumstance, the emergency response task can be generated automatically after the solving process of SHOP2 planning system. We hope this article could give some reference to the way of emergency decision-making under certain emergency situation which requires us to formulate response solutions rapidly and exactly.

Of course, this method has its shortcomings. SHOP2 planning model could not explicitly express the synchronous relationship between time limit conditions and the task, and the task sequences generated by SHOP2 is linear action sequences which cannot adapt to the parallel execution feature of emergency task between different emergency entities. To solve these problems, future work may concentrate on the establishment of a temporal HTN planning model based on SHOP2 planning system.
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